
Settings  

Although there are lots of settings in which we can look at we are just going to have a look 

at a few.  

In order to find the settings on your tablet look for this icon  

Either on your home screen or in all apps.  

 

WIFI 

This is the area which will let you connect to different internet connections. To 

turn the WIFI on and off you will see a green button next to the WIFI option, 

clicking this will turn it off(not green). You can connect to many different 

networks, as long as you don’t tell your tablet to forget it then it will 

rememeber the password you enter and connect automatically when you are 

in range. 

To connect to a network 

1. Look for the network name, this can be found on your router.  

2. Tab the correct name from the list on the right hand side of your screen. 

3. Enter the password (this can also be found on your router)  

Forgetting a network 

Forgetting a network is like deleting a network. So if you have changed internet 

provideres then you can delete your old network.  

1. Click the network you want to forget 

2. Click the forget button 

 

Bluetooth 

Bluetooth is a way of connecting a tablet to another device with bluetooth and 

can be a way of easily share images, videos ect. Turning bluetooth on and off is 

the same as your WIFI with the button next to the name. 

 



Data useage  

This area of the tablet tells your what apps are using data (internet). 

More settings  

This area is where the more advanced settings are such as:  

Flight mode – this turns off all wireless connections, bluetooth. It can be a way 

of saving battery but is most commally used when flying. It is safe you use your 

tablet/phone on a plain as long as it Is in flight mode.  

Printing – this section is where you can link your wireless printer to your 

tablet.  

 

Blocking mode 

This area of your tablet is where you can block notifications from certain apps 

on your tablet. You can set a time for this to be on, such as when you are at 

work or school.  

Sounds  

This is where you can set different noises for different notifications, alarms ect. 

Have a play with the volume, and different notification sounds by clicking on 

the volume and notification section.  

Display 

This is where you can make the tablet more personal such as changing the 

images on the home screen(wallpaper) or how bright your tablet is and more. 

Let have a go at changing some of these settings. 

Wallpaper:  

Homescreen – this is the screen in which you first see when you open your 

tablet.  

Lock screen – this is the screen you see when you tablet is locked.  

Set the home screen to an image barmby moor church, and the lock screen as 

a image of barmby moor beck. 

To go this you will need to use the internet (google images) and type in barmby 

moor church or beck, and see if you can find a nice image, when you do click 



and hold the image, and the select save image. Then go back to settings, 

display, wallpaper and set the chosen images.  

Brightness  

This setting will allow you to change how bright your tablet screen is by sliding 

the bar up and down. Sometimes having the brightness full will decrease the 

battrey life of the tablet.  

Screen timeout  

This is how long the tablet will stay on without been used before it will 

automatically lock itself.  

Font style 

This is where you can change the style of the text shown on you tablet to some 

in which you like best. Have a go at chaning to font to these styles and see 

what you think, you can always change it back. 

Cool Jazz         choco cooky          rosemary          sasung sans 

Font size  

This is an area where you can change the size of the font on the tablet, from 

tiny to huge. Have a go at changing the font size until you find one that suits 

you.  

Storage 

This will tell you the storage information on your device such as how much 

space in been used and how much is free.  

Power saving mode 

This is a setting in which is to help save power on your tablet. It also inicluded 

some power saving tips which you can see by clikcing on the “learn about 

power saving” text. 

Battery  

This area will inform you of what is using the battery on your tablet. You can 

also chose to have the battery % shown or not shown by the tick box at the top 

of this section on the right hand side.  

Applcaiton manager 



This area will tell you about all the apps on your tablet. You can see either the 

downloaded apps, apps on your SD card, running apps, and all apps. This is also 

the one of the ways you can delete apps by: 

1. Finding the app you want to delete  

2. Click on it 

3. And pressing the uninstall button 

Some apps wont off you the option of uninstalling due to them been 

maditory on the tablet, you can however disable these apps if you don’t use 

them.  

Location  

This is where you can allow certain apps to know the location in which you are 

using them. This is for apps such as maps, google earth ect. So that it can tell 

you how to find somewhere or give you directions.  

Lock screen 

This area of settings is where you can app a password to your tablet meaning 

only you can use it. There are different types of passwords you can set for you 

tablet by going to lock screen and then Screen lock. Here you will see the 

different types of locks you can add onto your tablet, try setting these below: 

(set one and then lock you screen and test it out) 

 

Patten –                                                   Pin – 303328 

 

 

Password – BootIT2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 


